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Abstract 
Hirokawa, S., Principal types of BCK-lambda-terms, Theoretical Computer Science 107 (1993) 
253-276. 
BCK-l-terms are the I-terms in which each variable occurs at most once. The principal type of 
a I-term is the most general type of the term. In this paper we prove that if two BCK-l-terms in 
/?-normal form have the same principal type then they are identical. This solves the following 
problem (Y. Komori, 1987) in more general form: if two closed /?rJ-normal form BCK-l-terms are 
assigned to the same minimal BCK-formula, are they identical? A minimal BCK-formula is the most 
general formula among BCK-provable formulas with respect o substitutions for type variables. 
To analyze type assignment, he notion of “connection” is introduced. A connection is a series of 
occurrences of a type. in a type. assignment figure. Connected occurrences of a type have the same 
meaning. The occurrences of the type in distinct connection classes can be rewritten separately; as 
a result, we have more general type assignment. 
By “formulae-as-types” correspondence, the result implies the uniqueness of the normal proof 
figure for principal BCK-formulas. The result is valid for BCI-logic or implicational fragment of 
linear logic as well. 
1. Introduction 
BCK-A-terms are the A-terms in which no variables occur more than once. It is 
known that all BCK-l-terms have types [lo]. These types form the set of all provable 
formulas in BCK-logic [28]. In BCK-logic we can discharge at most only one 
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occurrence of an assumption. Conversely, BCK-l-terms represent proof figures for 
provable formulas in BCK-logic. 
This correspondence between A-terms and proof figures is known, originally for 
intuitionistic logic (LJ), as the formulae-as-types notion or Curry-Howard Principle 
[14]. Bunder and Meyer [3,4] used this correspondence to obtain some property of 
BCK-logic. A meaning of structural rules in Gentzen style sequential calculus is 
explained in [27,28] with this relation. Roughly speaking, the axiom C corresponds to 
the exchange rule, the axiom K corresponds to the weakening rule and the axiom 
W corresponds to the contraction rule. These axioms represent some restriction on 
introduction rule of implication (+I) in natural deduction style logical system [29]. 
Thus, structural rules, basic axioms, forms of the introduction rule of (+) and &terms 
correspond to each other (see Fig. 1). Not only for BCK-logic, this correspondence 
holds also for weaker systems. The implicational fragment of linear logic [8], or, 
equivalently, BCI-logic, is LJ without the contraction and the weakening rules. The 
corresponding i-terms are BCI-A-terms in which each variable is used exactly once. 
Another aspect of the Curry-Howard principle is in the correspondence between 
the reduction of /&terms and the reduction of proof figures [29]. Two proof figures of 
the same end-formula are said to be equivalent if they are reduced to the same normal 
form proof figure. 
Komori raised the following problem in [16]. 
In BCK-logic, is it true that all proof figures for a minimal 
formula are equivalent? 
Here, a minimal formula in BCK-logic is a BCK-provable formula that is not 
a substitution instance of any other BCK-provable formula. In other words, is it true 
that a minimal formula in BCK-logic has a unique normal form proof? 
The problem was given from the logical standpoint; however, our approach is from 
the side of A-calculus. Firstly, we consider BCK-&terms and analyze when they are 
assigned to the same type. It was natural to consider the most general type assignment 
to BCK-A-terms. We use the word “principal” type assignment following [ 133 instead 
of “most general” type assignment. The logical counterpart of principal type assign- 
ment is known as the system of condensed etachment [12]. Principal type assign- 
ment is used as a basis for type inference systems of polymorphic languages [22, 231. 
Our main theorem states that if two BCK-l-terms in j-normal form have the same 
principal type, then they are identical. To analyze type assignment figures, we 
introduce the notion of “connection”. A connection is a series of occurrences of the 
Logical system in Gentzen style 
and the structural rules 
Fig. 1. Curry-Howard Principle. 
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same type in a type assignment figure. Given a type assignment to a A-term, connected 
occurrences of a type are used identically in the proof. So, they have the same meaning 
in the proof. On the other hand, occurrences of the type in different connection-classes 
have different meaning even though they are syntactically identical. So, we can rewrite 
them separately to obtain more general type assignment. With this notion, we obtain 
a characterization theorem for principal type assignment for BCK-l-terms. Then we 
show that the BCK-l-term in fl-normal form is completely determined from its 
principal type. As a corollary, Komori’s problem for BCK-logic is solved affirmat- 
ively. The main theorem holds for BCI-logic as well. 
After the first draft of this paper, the author heard about other solutions by 
Wronski [32] and Tatsuta [31]. But the result and the proof in this paper are 
independent of their work. Komori raised a similar problem for LJ, which is solved 
negatively in [25] and [31] by counterexamples. 
2. Type assignment to I-terms 
We use the standard notation from [13]. Types are expressions constructed from 
type variables by implicational connective +. We use a, b, c, . . . for type variables and 
a,p,r,... for arbitrary types. We use ctlclzz+ a.. -+a,, as an abbreviation for 
(q+(a2+... +a,)...)). For any type y, var(y) denotes the set of type variables in y. 
FV(M) is the set of free variables in a I-term M. Type assignment statements are 
expressions M:cr, where M is a I-term and a is a type. We call M its subject and tl 
its predicate. The type assignment system is defined as a natural deduction style 
system [29]. 
Definition 2.1 (Type assignment system TA). A type assignment figure (TA-figure) is 
a figure defined inductively as follows. The assumption set and the end-formula is 
defined simultaneously: 
(1) X:CL is a TA-figure for any variable x and any type a. Its assumption set is { ~:a}, 
the end-formula is x:a. 
(2) Let Pi be a TA-figure whose end-formula is M:cr+/? and whose assumption set 
is B1, and PZ be a TA-figure whose end-formula is N :c( and whose assumption set is 
Bz. If y=6 for any x:yeB1 and x:&B2, then 
Pl p2 
M:a+j? 
MN:j? 
N:a (-+E) 
is a TA-figure. The assumption set is BluB2 and the end-formula is MN:/5 
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(3) Let P be a TA-figure whose assumption set is B and whose end-formula is M:P. 
If B does not contain any assumption with the subject x or B contains exactly one 
assumption x:tl whose subject is x, then 
P 
is a TA-figure. Its assumption set is B- {~:a} and its end-formula is Ix.M:a-t~. 
When there is a proof figure whose assumption set is B and whose end-formula is 
M:a, we write Bl-M:a. When B=@ we write I-M:a. 
We use the abbreviation 
for 
x:al+~~~+a,+a M,:a, ... M,:a, 
xM1 . . . M,:a 
x:al+~~~-sa,+a M,:a 
xM, :a2+~..+a.+a Mz:a2 
xMIMz...M,_l:a,_l+a M,:a, 
xM1M2.,, M,_,M,:a 
Example 2.2. A I-term k.xyz can be assigned the type (a-&)+b-tc by Fig. 2. Its 
assumption set is {x:u-~a+b+c,y:u,z:u}. 
x:a-+a-+b-+c y:a 
xv:a-+b-+c z:a 
xyz:b+c 
lu.xyz:(a-+b)+b-+c 
~yu.xyz:a-+(a-+b)+b+c 
Fig. 2. A type assignment to lyu.xyz 
Remark 2.3. The subjects of the assumption set B are exactly the free variables of M. 
Therefore, if FV (M ) = {x1,. . . , x,} then B has the form B={xl:al,...,x,:a,}. In [13], 
Bt-M :a used to mean that M :a is deduced from some subset B’ of B. 
Remark 2.4. Note that all subjects of assumptions are variables. Therefore, the 
TA-formula ~Lx.x:u+u cannot be an assumption. And note that each variable x 
occurs once in B, i.e., if x:aeB and x:/?EB then a=B. 
Remark 2.5. By a-invariance property of type assignment ([13, Lemma 15.1 l] [6, 
Section 14D3 Case I]), if M and N are a-convertible A-terms and BFM:a, then we 
have Bl-N :a. Therefore, we write M = N to denote the a-convertibility of A-terms. 
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Definition 2.6 (Substitution). Let al ,..., a, be distinct type variables, /Ii ,..., fin be 
types and tx be a type. Then type a[al/fll . . . a,/j$] is defined inductively as follows: 
(l) aiCaIIB1 ~-~anlBnl=Bi~ 
(2) d-&/B1 .** a,/&,] =c, if c is a type variable distinct from Ui, 
(3) ~Y~~Y2~C~~lB~~~~~.lP”l=~Y~C~~IP~~~~~”lP~l~Y2C~llB1~~~~“lB.l~~ 
Definition 2.7 (Sum of substitutions). Let O1 =[u~/cQ ...~./a,], 8,=[b1/f11 ...bm/j?m] 
be substitutions and { ai,. .., a,} n lb,,.. . , b,} =0. Then the sum of O1 and O2 is 
defined by Or +f32=[ul/a, ...u,/u,bl//?l . . . b,,,//$,,]. 
Definition 2.8 (Principal pair, principal type-scheme, Hindley and Seldin [13]). 
(1) For a closed I-term M, a type a is a principal type-scheme (p.t.s.) of M iff I-M :a’ 
for a type a’ when and only when a’ = cd for some substitution 8. When ct is a p.t.s. of 
M, we write IkM:a. 
(2) A pair (B, a) is said to be a principal pair (p.p.) of M iff B l- M: a and for any pair 
(B’, a’) such that B’ EM : a’ there is a substitution 0 such that a’ = cd and j?’ = /?O for 
all x:/kB and x:j?‘~B’. When (B,a) is a p.p. of M, we write BltM:cr. 
Let (B, a) and (B’, a’) be pairs of assumption set and type such that B I- M:cr and 
B’ I- M: cd. We say, intuitively, that (B, a) is “more general” than (B’, a’) when there is 
a substitution 0 such that a’ = u0 and p’ = /30 for all x:@B and X: /.?‘EB’. A p.p. of M is 
a most general pair (B, a) such that B I- M: ct. A “most general type assignment figure” 
is a type assignment figure for the A-term whose pair of the assumption set and the 
predicate of the end-formula is a p.p. of the term. 
If we write a-Q9 when b = c& for some substitution 8. Then this relation < becomes 
a preorder. The principal type-scheme of a closed &term is a “minimal” type among 
the types of the term with respect to this preorder. For example, both u+u and 
(b+b)+(b+b) are types of ilx.x.u+u is a p.t.s. of the term, but (b+b)+(b+b) is not. 
It is known that if a I-term has a type, then it has a principal type [9]. 
Definition 2.9 (ECK-l-term). The set of BCK-l-terms is defined inductively as 
follows: 
(1) All variables are BCK-A-terms. 
(2) If M and N are BCKJ-terms and FV (M) n FV (N)=& then MN is a BCK- 
I-term. 
(3) If M is a BCK-l-term and x is a variable, then (2x.M) is a BCK-l-term. 
If we restrict the construction of 1x.M by XEFV(M ), we have the set of BCI- 
I-terms. 
Definition 2.10 (BCZ-l-term). The set of BCI-l-terms is defined inductively as 
follows: 
(1) All variables are BCI-l-terms. 
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(2) If M and N are BCI-A-terms and FV (M)nFV (N)=(b, then MN is a BCI- 
l-term. 
(3) If M is a BCI-L-term and xcFV(M), then (Ax. M) is a BCI-l-term. 
3. Connection and core 
Example 2.2 is not the most general type assignment to Lyu.xyz for several reasons. 
In fact, we can construct more general type assignment as follows. To distinguish each 
occurrence of the variable a’s, in Fig. 2, we index them with 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 and 8 in 
Fig. 3. (These indexes are informal and all of ai’s are identical to the type variable a.) 
If we replace a2 by a new type variable d, then the figure is no longer a TA-figure. 
However, if we replace a4 and a5 by d at the same time as we replace az, it becomes 
a proof figure. Similarly, we can replace al, a3 and a7 by another new type variable e. 
Thus, we obtain a more general type assignment (Fig. 4). 
Fig. 3. Connection. 
Fig. 4. Replacement along a connection. 
We assigned the type a6+b to u in Fig. 4. Since u does not occur as an assumption, 
there is no restriction for its type. So, the most general type for u is a type variable, e.g. 
f, which does not occur in the proof figure. Note that the implication of b+c is not 
used at all. Thus, we can replace all occurrences of b-w by a new type variable g. Thus, 
we obtain the most general type assignment for ;lyu.xyz in Fig. 5. 
x:e-+d-+g y:e 
xyz:g 
lu.xyz: f-g 
lyu.xyz:e+f+g 
Fig. 5. Rewriting along a connection. 
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These occurrences of types form “pipes” in Figs. 3 and 4. 
connections. The direct connection of two occurrences of a 
defined following the construction of TA-proof figure. 
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We call these “pipes” 
type in a TA-figure is 
Definition 3.1 (Direct connection, connection). Let P be a TA-figure for B l-M:/?. Two 
occurrences of the same type y in P are said to be directly connected to each other iff 
one of(l), (2) and (3) holds: 
(1) Both y appear at the same position in a in distinct occurrences of the same 
assumption ~:a. 
(2) (a) One y appears at a position in a of the major premise M:cl+fl of an (+E) 
rule and the other y appears at the same position in a of the minor premise N:a 
of the (+E) rule, or 
(b) one y appears at a position in fi of the major premise M:a+fi of an (+E) 
rule and the other y appears at the same position in /I of the consequence MN:,9 
of the (+E) rule. 
(3) (a) One y appears at a position in a of the assumption x:a and the other 
y appears at the same position in a of the consequence Ix. M:a+& or 
(b) one y appears at a position in b of M:fl and the other y appears at the same 
position in /I of Ix.M:a+/l. 
The connection relation is the reflexive, symmetric and transitive closure of the direct 
connection relation (Fig. 6). 
Remark 3.2. In the definition of direct connection relation, y may appear many times 
in a. Note that not all of them are connected to each other. Consider the occurrences 
of a in Fig. 3. a3 connects to a, but a3 does not connect to az. 
Remark 3.3. The case (1) does not happen to BCK-l-terms. 
Consider the following TA-figure for BCK-A-term with end-formula xM1 . . . M,:a: 
x:al+~~~+a,+a M,:a, ... M,:a, 
xM1...M,:a 
Let Pi be the sub-figure above Mi:ai. Note that there is no connection between Pi and 
Pj for distinct i andj. And any type variable in a does not connect o any type variable 
Fig. 6. Direct connection. 
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in Pi. The following two lemmas are the precise statements of intuitive explanation for 
Example 2.2. 
Lemma 3.4 (Replacement along a connection). Let M be a A-term, P be a TA-jigure 
of BI-M:a and b be an occurrence of a type variable in P. Zf we simultaneously replace 
all occurrences of b that connect to this occurrence of b by a type y, the resultingfigure is 
a TA-figure. 
Proof. Each instance of (+I) rule is still an inference rule after this substitution. From 
the definition of connection, all predicates of the assumptions are connected if they 
have the same subject. So, such predicates are rewritten at the same time. Therefore, 
the result satisfies the condition of (+I). 0 
Lemma 3.5 (Rewriting along a connection). Let xM, . . . M, be a BCK-l-term, P be 
a TA-jigurefor Bt-xM1 . . . M,:/?. If we replace all occurrences of type /I that connect to 
the occurrence of /I at the end-formula by a type y, then the resulting figure is 
a TA-figure. 
Proof. Since xM 1 . . . M, is BCK-l-term, each assumption has unique occurrence in P. 
Thus, the lemma is clear. 0 
Remark 3.6. Lemma 3.5 does not hold for non-BCK-l-terms in general. Consider 
Fig. 7. All the occurrences of the type b= a-+b are connected. If we rewrite the 
right-upper occurrence of a-b, it is not a type assignment figure. 
Definition 3.7 (Core). The core of a type tl, denoted by core(a), is the type variable 
that occurs rightmost in a. 
Lemma 3.8. Let M be a BCK-A-term in /I-normal form and P be a TA-jgure whose 
end-formula is M:y. Then for any distinct occurrences of assumption x:ct and y:/?, the 
rightmost occurrence of core(u) in x:a does not connect to the rightmost occurrence of 
core@) in x:p. 
Fig. 7. Failure of rewriting along a connection. 
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Proof. By induction on the structure of M. Since M is a BCK-l-term, the assumption 
x:a occurs exactly once. Since x:a and y:/? are distinct occurrences of assumptions, it
follows that x # y. 
Case 1: M is a variable. Trivial. 
Case 2: M=zM,... M,. Then P has the following form: 
z:aI + ... +an+y M,:aI ..a M,:a, 
zM 1 . ..M.:y 
Let Pi be the TA-figure above Mi:ai. 
Subcase 2.1: Both x:a and y:p appear in the same Pi. By induction hypothesis, the 
lemma holds. 
Subcase 2.2: x:a is in Pi and y:/? is in Pj (i#j). Note that any occurrence of a type 
in Pi does not connect to any occurrence of type in Pj. Therefore, the rightmost 
occurrence of core(a) in x:a does not connect to the rightmost occurrence of core(j?) 
in y:fi. 
Subcase 2.3: x =z. Then y#z. Therefore, y:fl occurs in some Pi. Note that the 
rightmost occurrence of core(y) does not connect o any occurrence of type variable in 
Pi. Thus, it does not connect to the rightmost occurrence of core(y) in y:j?. Thus, the 
lemma holds. 
Subcase 2.4: y=z. Similar to subcase 2.3. 
Case 3: M=lz.N. P has the following form: 
[z:y] x:a y:/I 
N:6 
Az.N:y-d 
Note that (+I) rule does not create any new direct connection between an occurrence 
of subtype in x:a and an occurrence of subtype in y:fl. Therefore, the lemma holds by 
induction hypothesis. 0 
Lemma 3.9. Let M be a BCK-l-term in /.&normal form and B IkM:y. For any assump- 
tion x:a and y:/? in B, ifcore(a)=core(fi) then x=y. 
Proof. Assume that x#y. By Lemma 3.8, the rightmost occurrence of core(a) in x:a 
does not connect to the rightmost occurrence of core(B) in y:ji. Then replace all the 
occurrences of core(a) that connects to the rightmost occurrence of core(a) in x:a by 
a new type variable c. Then we obtain a more general TA-figure for M by Lemma 3.4. 
This contradicts the principality of (B, 7). 0 
4. Surface structure of BCK-A-terms 
It is known that every BCK-l-term has a type, and then has a principal type [lo]. 
In the sequel, we consider only the BCK-A-terms in /?-normal form. In this section, we 
Lemma 4.1. Let M be a BCK-l-term in /I-normal form and B (kM:a. Then 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
If M is a variable then a is a type variable. 
If M=xM1... M, (n > 0), then a is a type variable a and for some al,. . . , a, we 
have 
(a) x:aI+..~+a,+aEB, 
(b) BiItMi:ai, where Bi={ y:yly:yEB, yEFV(Mi)}. 
If M=iZx.N then a=/?+y for some B and y, and 
(a) B+N:y, where 
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show that the “surface structure” of every BCK-l-term in fl-normal form is deter- 
mined from its principal type. For any type y, uar(y) denotes the set of type variables 
in y. 
B,= Bu{x:B) if =FV(N), 
B otherwise. 
(b) XEFV(N) iflone of the following holds: 
(i) p is not a type variable; 
(ii) j? is a type variable and jIcvar(y); 
(iii) j is a type variable and bevar(c5) for some y:kB. 
Proof. (1) is trivial by the definition of principal pair. 
(2): The proof figure P of B IkM:a has the following form: 
x:al+.~.+a,+a M,:at ... M,:a, 
xM1 . . . M,:a 
(2a): It suffices to show that a is a type variable. Assume that a is not a type variable 
and a=B+y. Then replace all the occurrences of a that connect to a in xM1.. . M,:a 
by a new type variable d. Since xM 1 . . . M, is a BCK-l-term, the result is a TA-figure 
by Lemma 3.5. Itsassumption set B’is(B-{x:a,+~~~+a,+a})u(x:a,+~~~-ta,-+d}. 
Then (B,a)=(B’,d)[d/(j3+y)]. But we cannot obtain (B’,d) from (B,a) by any 
substitution. This contradicts the principality of (B, a). Therefore, a is a type variable. 
(2b): Assume that BI kMi:a: for some Bf and a type al. In P, replace the sub-figure 
above Mi:ai by the proof figure Pf of B: I- Mi:aj and replace x:al+ 1.. + 
ai+ ... +a,+a by x:al+ ... +af+ ..e +a,+a. Since xM1 . . . M, is a BCK-A-term, x is 
not a free variable in Mi. Therefore, Pi does not contain any assumption of the form 
x: 5. Thus, the resulting figure satisfies the condition of TA. By principality of (B, a), 
there is a substitution 8 such that (Bf, af) = (Bi, ai) 8. Therefore, Bi ItMi:ai. 
(3): By the definition of TA we have a=/?+~. 
(3a) is straightforward from the definition of p.p. 
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(3b, ij+art): The proof figure P of Bl-kx.N:j?+y has the following form: 
Cx:Pl 
N:y 
Ax.N:/3-+y 
Assume that (i) holds. Then /?=bl +flz for some type fil and &. If x#FV(N) then 
replace the end-formula of P by Ax. N:c+/?, where c is a new type variable that does 
not occur in P. Since x$FV (N), the result is a TA-figure. However, (B, c+j?) cannot 
be a substitution instance of (B, fi+y ). This contradicts the principality of (B, P+y). 
Thus, if (i) holds then XEFV(N). Next assume that either (ii) or (iii) holds and that 
x#FV(N). Then replace the end-formula by 1x. N:c+y. Since x does not occur in N, 
the result P’ is a TA-figure. Since the variable /3 remains in y or in the predicate of 
some assumption in B, (B, c-y) cannot be a substitution instance of (B, P+y). This 
contradicts the principality of (B, /.?+y). Therefore, if (ii) or (iii) holds then xgFV (N). 
(3b, Only-if-part): Assume that /I is a type variable b and that it is not in oar(y). 
Consider the sequence of occurrences of type assignment formulas from the assump- 
tion x:b to be the end-formula N:y. There is an inference rule such that b does not 
appear below that rule. The highest rule among such rules is an (+E). Let it be of the 
form 
[x:b] 
y:61+.-.++6 M1:61 ... Mk_l&_l ; 
yM1 ...Mk_1:8k+8 Mk:& 
(+W 
yM1 . . . Mk:6 
N:y 
Ix.N:b+y 
where beoar and b does not appear from yM1 . . . Mk:6 to N:y. Since b does not 
appear below yM1 . . . M,:6, the assumption y:dl + ... + & + 6 is not discharged in the 
deduction above N:y. Therefore, ygFV(M). Therefore, y:6,+..-4&+8~B. Thus, 
(iii) holds. Cl 
Remark 4.2. We use Lemma 4.1 in two directions. One use is to determine the 
principal type of a given BCK-l-term. For example, the principal type of a A-term 
xM1 ... M, (n 2 0) is a type variable. Also, when x#FV (M) the principal type of Ix. M 
is of the form a+fi, where a is a type variable. Another use is to determine the “surface 
structure” of a BCK-l-term from its principal type a. If a BCK-l-term M has 
a principal type a+y with the assumption set B, then M is an abstraction of the form 
Ix.N. By (3b) of Lemma 4.1, whether xeFV(N) or not is determined by (B,/?+y). 
When the principal type of M is a type variable a, by (1) and (2) of Lemma 4.1, 
M=xM, . ..M.(n~O)forsomevariablexandx:a,~...~a,-iuisinB.ByLemma 
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3.9, distinct assumptions have distinct cores. Therefore, such a variable x is uniquely 
determined from the principal type a of M. Thus, the head variable x of M and the 
number of parameters n are determined. 
Remark 4.3. Lemma 4.1 does not hold for non-BCK-l-terms. For example, the 
principal pair of x(xyz) is not a type variable. The following TA-figure is the principal 
type assignment for it. This counterexample, due to Hindley, shows that (2) is false for 
general I-terms. 
x:a+b+a y:a .z:b 
x:a+b+a xyz:a 
x(xyz):b+a 
Theorem 4.4 (Characterization of principal type assignment). Let M be a BCK- 
I-term in fi-normal form, P be a TA-figure for B I- M :a. Then (B, a) is a principal pair of 
M iff 
(1) all occurrences of the same type variable connect to each other, 
(2) for each type variable a in P, one of the following holds: 
(a) There is a subterm 1x.N of M such that Ax.N:a+fi appears in P and 
xW’(M), 
M:a 
(b) There is a subterm L of M such that L:a appears in P, 
L:a 
M:a 
Proof. (Only-if-part): (1) is clear by Lemma 3.8. 
(2): By induction on P. By case analysis of M. Let a be any type variable in P. 
Case I: M is a variable. Then a=a and (b) holds. 
Case 2: M=xMIMz... M,. Then a is a type variable by Lemma 4.1 and P has the 
following form: 
x:/?i --f ... +/?“+a Ml $6 ... M,$, 
xM1 . ..M.:a 
If a=a, then (b) holds. Otherwise, a appears above Mi:Pi. Then by induction 
hypothesis (2) holds. 
Case 3: M = Ix. N. Then P has the following form: 
N:6 
Ax.N:y+G 
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Note that sub-figure Q above N:6 satisfies conditions (1) and (2). If a appears in Q, 
then (2) holds by induction hypothesis for Q. If a does not appear in Q, then a~uar(y). 
Since (I does not appear in Q, XEFV (N). Therefore, a = y by Lemma 4.1 (3b) and (a) 
holds. 
If-part: Let P’ be any TA-figure for B’ t-M:a’. To prove the principality of (B, a), 
it suffices to construct a substitution 8 such that (B’, a’) = (B, a) 8. We construct such 
a 8 by induction on the structure of P. 
Case I: M is a variable x. Then by condition (2b), a is a type variable. Thus, 
B = {~:a}. Therefore, (B, a) is a p.p. 
Case 2: M=xN 1 . . . N,. Then P has the following form: 
pi pll 
X:yl+“‘+y”+a Nl lY1 a” N,iy. 
Note that there is no connection between the core of x:yl+ ... -‘yn-+a and any 
occurrence of type variable in Pi. By condition (l), core(a) does not occur in Pi. 
Therefore, by condition (2), a is a type variable. Hence, we may put tl = a. On the other 
hand, P’ has the following form: 
K K 
x:y;+ . . . -$+a’ N,ly; .‘. N,;y; 
xN1...N,:a’ 
Let Bf be the set of assumption above Ni:y: in P’. Since each Pi satisfies conditions (1) 
and (2), we have Bi ItNi:yi by induction hypothesis, where Bi is the set of assumption 
of Pi. Therefore, there is a substitution 8i such that (Bf, if ) = (Bi, yi) 8i. Note that 
there is no connection between Pi and Pj (i #j). Therefore, (Bi, rj) and (Bj, yj) have 
no common type variable. Therefore, the domains of the 6$‘s do not overlap. Thus, the 
sum of these substitutions BO=el + .*- +0,, is well-defined. Since a does not occur in 
(B,, ri), we may put 8=8,+ [u/a’]. Then we have 
B’=B;u...uB:,u{x:y;-*...-,y:,~cc’) 
=B1elu...u~,e,u{x:ylel~...~y,e,~a[a/cr’]} 
=B~elu...uB,e,u{x:(yl~...-ry,~a)e} 
=(B, u a.. uB,u{x:Y~+ ... -+yn+a))B 
=BB. 
Therefore, B It M : a. 
Case 3: M = Ax. N. Then P has the following form: 
N:6 
Ax.N:y+G 
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Subcase 3.1: x$FV (N). Then there is no direct connection from y in P. Therefore, 
any type variable in y occurs only in 1x. N: y+6. By condition (2), y is a type variable 
and does not occur in B. Let y = a. To prove the principality of (B, a-d), take any 
TA-figure P’ for B’kllx. N:y’-+G’. Note that the sub-figure whose end-formula is N:6 
satisfies the condition (1) and (2). Thus, by induction hypothesis we have BIJ-N:i% 
Therefore, there is a substitution B0 such that (B’, 6’) = (B, S) &-, . Let 6 = &, + [a/y’]. 
Then we have 
(B’,y’-+6’)=(Btl,,u[u/y’]-d&,) 
Thus, B [FAX. N:u+d. 
Subcuse 3.2: XEFV (N). Since the TA-figure above N:6 satisfies the condition (1) 
and (2), we have Bu{x:y)lkN:& Take any TA-figure for B’l-,lx.N:y’+G’ by 
Lemma 4.1. Since xeFV(N), we have B’u{x:y’}tN:b’. By principality of 
(Bu{x:y},d) for N, there is a substitution 0 such that (B’ux:y’,iY)= 
(Bu {x:y}, S) 0. Thus, we have B’= Bfl 0 
5. A transformation of principal TA-figures 
It is tempting to try to apply Lemma 4.1 inductively to obtain the main lemma 
below: 
B(tM:a,BltN:a z- M=N. 
However, we encounter a difficulty when M has the form xQ1 . . . Qn. The TA-figure is 
the following form: 
x:tli+...+c$#+CI Q l:al '.a Qn:an 
xQ1 . ..Qn.a 
By Lemma4.1, we have Bi/kQi:ai, where Bi={y:yIy:y~B,yEFV(Qi)}. On the other 
hand, the TA-figure for B IkN:a is as follows: 
x:c(i -+ ... -+a,-ra R1:al ... R,:a, 
XR 1 . . . R,:a 
By Lemma 4.1, we have Ci Il_Ri:ai, where Ci= { y:yl y:y~B, yEFV(Ri)}. At this point, 
we cannot show that Bi = Ci or, equivalently, FV (Qi) = FV(RJ. Without it, we cannot 
proceed by induction any further. 
To overcome this difficulty, we shall define a transformation * of TA-figures. This 
transformation 
(1) transforms a principal TA-figure into a principal TA-figure, 
(2) transforms a TA-figure whose assumption and end-formula are the same to 
another TA-figure with the same property, 
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(3) decreases the “weight” of the subject of the end-formula, and 
(4) is injective with respect o the subject of the end-formula. 
Starting from two principal TA-figures BO IkMO:aO and CO IFNO:&, such that 
(B,,, a,,) = (Co, PO), we shall apply the transformation * successively by defining 
Bi+l=Bi*, Mi+l=Mi*, ai+l=ar and Ci+l= CT, Ni+,=NF,bi+1=fiT. Thus, we 
shall have the following diagram of principal TA-figures. 
B,,Jt_M,:ao + B+M1:aI -+...--, B,,kM,:a, 
We can precisely state the above four properties as follows: 
(1) BiItMi:ai * Bi+i It.Mi+l:ai+l; 
(2) (Bi,ai)=(Ci,Pi> * (Bi+,,ai+,)=(Ci+,,Di+l>; 
(3) IMil>lMi+llt 
(4) Mi=Ni G Mi+l=Ni+l, 
where I M I is the “weight” of a term M. In this section, we define the transformation 
and prove these properties. Then the main lemma is proved by induction on I M 1 in 
Section 6. 
Definition 5.1 (Weight). Given a BCKJ-term M in /?-normal form, the weight of M, 
denoted by I M 1, is defined as follows: 
Ixl=l, 
Definition 5.2 (Transformation). Let M be a BCK-l-term in /?-normal form and P be 
a TA-figure for B Ik M:a. We define a BCK-L-term M * in /?-normal form, a type a*, 
an assumption set B* and a TA-figure P* for B* t-M *:a* as follows: 
Case 1: M is a variable. Then we put P*=P,M*=M,a*=a and B*=B. 
Case 2: M=xyM1... M, (n >O). Then by Lemma 4.1, cr=a is a type variable and 
P has the following form: 
x:b+aI+~~~+a,+a y:b M,:a, ..a M,:a, 
xyMl . . . M,:a 
From P, we construct P* as follows: 
x:aI+~~~-+a,--*u M1:aI ..a M,:a, 
xM1 . . . M,:a 
And we put M*=xM1...M,,a*=a and 
B*=(B-{x:b+q+ . ..~a.~a,y:b))u{x:a,~~~~--ra,~a}. 
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(When n =O, P* is XX and has no inference rule. Then we put M* =x, u* =a and 
B*= {XXl}.) 
Case 3: M=x(yN1...N,)M1... M, (m 2 1, n > 0). Then P has the following form: 
y:< N1:/$ +.. N,,,:&,, 
XI< yN1 . ..N.:b M1:ccl .+. M,:ci, 
x(yN,...N,)M,...M,:a 
where < = fir --t . ..+/$.,-+b and [=b+crr+ ... +a,-+~. From this figure, we construct 
P* as follows: 
x:[’ N1:/Y1 ... N,$, M1:crl ..a M,:a, 
xN1 . . . N,MI . ..M.:a 
here {‘=fll+ . . . +fi,,,+al+ ... -m,+a. And we put M*=xN1 . ..N.M1 . ..M., a*=a, 
B*=(B-(x:~,yq)u{x:~‘}. 
Case 4: M=x(Ay.N)M,... M, (n>O). Then P has the following form: 
N:y 
x:(/?+y)+al+ ... +a,+a ly.N:/hy M,:a, ... M,:a, 
x(ly.N)M,...M,:a 
Replace the bound variable y to ensure that y$FV(xM, . . . M,). By a-invariance 
property, the result has the same assumption set B and the subject of the end-formula 
is a-convertible to M. From P, we construct P* as follows: 
x:y+al+ *.a -+cr,-+a N:y M1:ul ... M,:ci, 
xNMl . . . M,:a 
;ly.xNM1 . . . M,:/l+a 
And we put M*=Ay.xNM1...M,, u*=P-‘a, B*=(B-{~:(~-+y)~or~-*..~-*a,~a}) 
u{x:y-ml’ ... -m,-Wz}. 
Case 5: M=ly.N. Then a=P-y and P has the following form: 
N:y 
Ly. N:P-ry 
P* is the sub-figure with the end formula 
B*= Bu(Y:B) if YEFV(N), 
B otherwise. 
N:y. And we put M*=N, a*=y, and 
Remark 5.3. Note that B* and a* depend on P. So, we should write them Bp* and c$. 
But it is clear from the context; so, we simply write them as B* and a*. 
Figure 8 shows the transformation starting from the principal type assignment for 
x(Ay.zyw). 
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z:adbdc y:a w:b 
tyw : c 
2 : (a + c) + d Xy.zyw : a -+ .c 
z(Xy.zyw) : d 
IJ (case4) 
z:a-+b+c y:a w:b 
x:c+d zyw : c 
z(zyw) : d 
Xy.x(zyw) : a + d 
JJ (case5) 
z:a-+b+c y:a w:b 
x:c+d zyw : c 
x(tyw) : d 
JJ (case3) 
x:a-+b+d y:a w:b 
xyw : d 
J!- (case2) 
x:bAd w:b 
xw : d 
JJ (easel) 
x:d 
Fig. 8. The transformation. 
Since M is a BCK-&term in p-normal form, each assumption occurs only once. So, 
the result of the transformation is still a TA-figure for a BCK-&term. Note that the 
transformation preserves the conditions of the characterization theorem of principal 
type assignment. Hence, P* is the principal type assignment. Thus, the following 
lemma holds. 
Lemma 5.4. Let M be a BCK-l-term in B-normal form and P be a TA-jgure for 
B It M:a. Then 
(1) P* is a TA-Jgure for B*t-M *:a*. 
(2) B* IkM*:a*. 
(3) IMI>IM*I if IM(>l. 
Lemma 5.5. Let Mi be BCK-J-terms in p-normal form and Pi be a TA-jigure for 
BiIJ-Mi:ai (i=l,2). Zf Bl=Bz and a1=a2, then 
(1) a:=a$, 
(2) B:=B,*, 
(3) M1=M2 if M:=Mf. 
Proof. By case analysis of M 1. 
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Case 1: MI =x. Then BT =B1 and Mr =M1 . By Lemma 4.1, c(r is a type variable 
a and RI ={x:a}. Since Bz It-M,:a, M2 is not an abstraction. Since BZ=B1 =(x:a}, 
we have M2 =x. Therefore, MI = MZ. (1) and (2) are clear. 
Case 2: M1=xyQI...Q, (~120). By Lemma 4.1, CI~ is a type variable a and B, 
contains the assumptions y:b and x:b+yI+ ... +~,,+a for some type variable b. The 
TA-figure for RI ItM, :a has the following form: 
x:b-+yI+...+y,-+a y:b QI:YI ... Qn:~n 
xyQ,...Q,:a 
Since B2 It- M2:a and a is a type variable, by Lemma 4.1, M2 is not an abstraction. 
Thus, M2=zR1 . . . R, (m>O) for some variable z and Bz contains z:B1+ ... +j$,,+a. 
By Lemma 3.9, we have z = x. Therefore, m = n + 1, fll = b, a2 = aI, . . . , P,,, = tl,,. There- 
fore, CltR,:b, where C={U:G~U:GEB,,U~FV(R,)). Since b is a type variable, RI is 
not an abstraction. Therefore, RI =uS1 . ..S[ (E>O). Thus, we have u:?il+ ... +6pb 
and y:bEB, = B2. By Lemma 3.9, u =y. Thus, we have RI =y. Therefore, M2 = 
xyR, . . . R,. Therefore, Mf =xR, . . . R,. On the other hand, we have M:=xQ, . ..Q.,. 
From the assumption Mf = Mf , we have R2 = Q1, . . . , R, = Qn. Thus, MI = M2. Since 
ctr = c+.~ = a is a type variable, UT = LX; = a. Thus, (1) holds. (2) is clear from the definition 
of BT. 
Case 3: MI=x(yQ1...Q,)RI...R, ( m 2 1, n 2 0). Then tc is a type variable a and 
the TA-figure for B1 IkM,:a has the following form: 
Y:( QI:YI ... Qm:ym 
x:[ YQI . ..Qn.b RI% se. R,:/&, 
x(yQi...Q,)R1...R,:a 
where t=yl+... +y,,,+b, [= b--+fl,+ ... +/?,,-+a. 
By Lemmas 4.1 and 3.9, we have M2 =x( yS1 . ..S.) T1 . . . Tn. Therefore, 
M;=xS1... S, T1. . . T,,. On the other hand, MT =xQ1.. . QmRl . . . R,. By the assump- 
tion MT = MT, we have Qi = Si (i = 1,. . . , m) and Rj= Tj ( j = 1,. . . , n). Therefore, 
MI = MZ. (1) and (2) are clear. 
Case 4: MI =x(Ay.Q)R1 . . . R, (n 2 0). Then a is a type variable a and the TA- 
figure for B1 IF MI :a has the following form: 
Q:S 
~:(y-d)+~~-+~~~+/?~-*a Ay.Q:y-d R1:fll ... R,:/I, 
x(Ly.Q)R,...R,:a 
By Lemmas 4.1 and 3.9 and by a-invariance property, M2 =x( 1y.S) T1 . . . Tn. 
Thus, M;=Ay.xQR1 . . . R,. By the assumption Mf = M,*, we have Q=S, Ti= Ri 
(i= l,..., n). Therefore, M 1 = M2. (1) and (2) is clear. 
Case 5: MI = Ay.Q. Then M = p-7 and the TA-figure for B1 It_ MI :u has the follow- 
ing form: 
Q:Y 
Ay.Q:fi+y’ 
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By Lemmas 4.1 and 3.9 and by a-invariance property, M2 = ly. R and, we have, 
B*= B2u{y:B) if YEFV(R), 
2 
i B2 otherwise 
and M: = R. On the other hand, we have 
B*= &ui~:P) if Y~WQL 
1 
Bl otherwise 
and Mf=Q. Thus, if Mf=Mz then Q=R, so that M1=M2. Since a1=a2=/3+y, 
a: = at = y. Thus, (1) holds. By Remark 4.2, whether YE FV (R) or not is determined by 
( B1, /?-+y ). Therefore, Bf = Bz. Thus, (2) holds. 0 
6. Injectivity of principal type assignment 
Lemma 6.1. Let M and N be BCK-l-terms in b-normalform. If B I/-- M:a and B It N:a 
then M=N. 
Proof. By induction on 1 M I. 
Base step: 1 M I= 1. Then M is a variable. Let M = x. Then by Lemma 4.1, a = a for 
some type variable a and B= { x:a}. Therefore, N is of the form zP1. ..P,. Since 
B= (x:a}, we have FV(N)= (x}. Th us, z = x. Therefore, n = 0 and M = N. 
Induction step: Suppose that IM I > 1. By Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5, we have 
B* IkM*:a* and B*ltN*:a*, where IM*I<IMI. By induction hypothesis, we have 
M*=N*. By Lemma 5.5(3), we have M=N. 0 
Remark 6.2. Lemma 6.1 does not hold for non-BCK-l-terms. For example, x(xyz) 
and x(x(xyz)z) have the same principal pair ((x:a+b+a,y:b,z:a}, b+a) with the 
following TA-figures. 
x:a+b+a y:a z:b 
x:a-+b+a xyz:a 
x(xyz):b+a 
x:a-+b+a y:a z:b 
x:a+b+a xyz:a z:b 
x:a+b+a x(xyz)z:a 
x(x(xyz)z):b+a 
Moreover, the following terms M, (n = 1,2,. . .), 
MI = x(xyz), M,+ I =x(M,z), 
have the same principal pair. 
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Theorem 6.3. If two closed-BCKJ-terms in /I-normal form have the same principal 
type, then they are identical. 
Proof. Consider the case B =8 in Lemma 6.1. 0 
Since BCI-i-terms are BCK-&terms, the theorem holds for BCI-&terms as 
a special case. 
Corollary 6.4. Zf two closed-BCI-l-terms in /I-normal form have the same principal 
type, then they are identical. 
In reducing BCI-A-terms, there is no cancellation in substitution and the substitu- 
tion is applied exactly in one place. Therefore, the conditions on the types for each 
variable in a term does not change after a P-reduction. Therefore, a principal type of 
a BCI-l-term M is a principal type of the /I-normal form of M. Thus, Corollary 6.4 can 
be extended to any BCI-l-terms. To prove it we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 6.5. Let M be a BCI-A-term and N be a BCI-l-term obtained by a /?-reduction 
of a redex in M and M* be the p-normal form of M. Then 
(1) Zf Bl-M:cr then Bl-N:a; 
(2) If Bi-N:ol then Bl-Mx; 
(3) A p.p. of M is a p.p. of M *; 
(4) A p.t.s. of a closed-BCI-A-term is a p.t.s. of its /?-normal form. 
Proof. (1) is the subject reduction theorem ([2, Ch. 91, [13, Theorem 15.173). (2) is 
a special case of the subject expansion theorem ([6,514D4], [lo, Lemma 3.73). (3) can 
be proved by induction on the number of P-reductions using (1) and (2). (4) is a special 
case of (2). The construction of TA-figures for (1) is explained intuitively by the 
following transformation of TA-figure: 
P p2 =E- P* 
(lx.Q)R:a 
M:kX 
p2 
Q[x:=R]:6 
N:a 
(2) can be proved by the converse transformation. 0 
The following corollary was pointed out by Hindley for the draft of this paper. 
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Corollary 6.6. If two closed-BCI-l-terms have the same p.t.s. then they are j?- 
convertible. 
Proof. Let M and N be two closed-BCI-l-term with the same p.t.s. a. Since every 
BCI-&term has p-normal form, let M* and N* be the p-normal form of M and N, 
respectively. By Lemma 6.5(4), a is a p.t.s. of M* and N*. By Corollary 6.4, we have 
M * = N *. Thus, M and N are /3-convertible. 0 
Remark 6.7. Corollary 6.6 holds for BCK-combinators, because Lemma 6.5 holds for 
BCK-combinators. However, Lemma 6.5 does not hold for BCK-A-terms as the 
following example from [lo] shows. A BCK-&term ~yzw.(~v.z)( yw) has a p.t.s. 
(c+a)+b-+c+b with the following TA-figure. 
z:b y:c+a w:c 
Av.z:a+b yw:a 
(lv.z)( yw):b 
Aw.(ilv.z)(yw):c-+b 
Izw.(lv.z)(yw):b+c+b 
lyzw.(lv.z)( yw):(c+a)+b+c+b 
However, a p.t.s. of its p-normal form dyz w .z is d + b+c+ b. So, we cannot follow the 
proof of Corollary 6.6 for BCK-l-terms. However, we conjecture that the corollary 
holds for BCK-A-terms. 
Definition 6.8 (Minimal type, Komori [16]). Let a and /I be types. We denote as a</3 
iff there is a substitution 0 such that fl= a& Let S be a set of types and a be a type in S. 
a is minimal in S iff a<8 for any fi in S such that /?<a. a is BCK-minimal iff a is 
minimal among the set of all types of closed-BCK-l-terms. 
Remark 6.9. By the subject reduction theorem [13], the terms can be restricted to 
those in p-normal form in the definition of BCK-minimal types. If we consider types as 
formulas, BCK-minimal types are most general formulas among provable formulas in 
BCK-logic. 
Theorem 6.10 is a positive solution for [16, problem 2.121. The problem in [16] 
stated for &normal form. Thus, Theorem 6.10 strengthened Komori’s conjecture. By 
the formulas-as-types correspondence, types are regarded as formulas and terms are 
regarded as proofs. Minimal formulas are “essential” in the sense that any provable 
formulas are obtained from some minimal formula by appropriate substitution. 
Therefore, the theorem says that an “essential” formula has a unique proof. 
Theorem 6.10. Let a be a BCK-minimal type, M and N be closed BCK-l-terms in 
fl-normalform. If I- M:a and t-N:a then M=N. 
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Proof. Since a is BCK-minimal, c1 is minimal among the set of types of M. Thus, c( is 
a principal type of M. Similarly, a is a principal type of N. By Theorem 6.3, we have 
M=N. 0 
7. Concluding remarks and related works 
We proved that the assignment of principal type for BCK-A-term in b-normal form 
is injective. We introduced the “connection” of types in the type assignment figures. 
With this notion, we analyzed the structure of principal type assignment o BCK- 
A-terms. We obtained a characterization of principal type assignment for BCK- 
&terms. And we showed that the BCK-A-terms in /I-normal form is completely 
determined from its principal type. As a corollary, we affirmatively solved a problem 
by Komori concerning to the uniqueness of proof figure of minimal BCK-formulas. 
We considered only /I-convertibility. Since /3-convertible terms are /Iv-convertible, 
Theorem 6.3 implies the fact that two closed BCK-A-terms having the same principal 
type-scheme are pq-convertible. However, this fact can be derived easily from the 
coherence theorem [1,24], which states that if two closed I-terms with pair are 
assigned to the same balanced (&, +)-type, then they are /Iv-convertible. A formula is 
said to be balanced iff no variables have more than one occurrence in it. (Balanced 
formulas are called one-two-formulas or formulas with one-two-property in 
[11,21].) Here, types are extended to (&, +)-types which includes types of the form 
a&?. Such types correspond to logical connective “and”. A-terms are extended to 
A-terms with pair to denote proofs for &-formulas. Since principal type-schemes of 
closed BCK-A-terms are balanced, the above fact is an easy consequence of the 
coherence theorem. (See [17-201 for background of the theorem.) 
It is worth noting that balanced formulas are provable in intuitionistic logic iff it is 
provable in BCK-logic. This fact is due to Jaskowski [ 15). Thus, the above coherence 
theorem states the uniqueness of proof figure for BCK-formulas. Komori raised 
a similar problem concerning to uniqueness of normal form proof for minimal 
formulas in intuitionistic logic. However, Mints [25] and Tatsuta [31] showed 
implicational formulas which are minimal in intuitionistic logic and whose normal 
form proofs are not unique. Thus, uniqueness of normal form proofs is only known for 
BCK-formulas. We illustrate these relations in Fig. 9. Here LJ is the set of formulas 
I LJ 1 
Balanced c G3 c BCK Jaskowski ‘133 
unique up to /?-q-nf Mints ‘83 
unique up to /?-nf our result 
unique up to P-ynf Komori’s problem ‘87 
Fig. 9. The uniqueness of proof figure. 
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provable in intuitionistic logic. BCK is the set of formulas provable in BCK-logic. 
Balanced is the set of balanced formulas in LJ. BCK-principal is the set of principal 
type-schemes ofclosed BCK-l-terms. BCK-minimal is the set of BCK-minimal types. 
The result is still valid when we restrict the terms to be BCI-A-terms, i.e., to the 
terms in which every variable occurs exactly once. The corresponding logic is the 
implicational fragment of linear logic [S], or equivalently BCI-logic. We have studied 
only the implicational fragment. Further research will be needed for the system 
involving other logical connectives [7,30,8]. 
Our approach started from I-terms. If we review our result from the side of types, it 
can be stated that given a type a the set of BCK-A-terms in /?-normal form with p.t.s. 
c1 has only one term. Ben-Yelles showed an algorithm, in his thesis [a], to decide how 
many terms in p-normal form have a given type and how many have a given p.t.s. The 
analysis of his algorithm is left for further research. 
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